This paper tackles the non-trivial image-processing task to segment hook-ended fibers in three-dimensional images. For this purpose, a novel segmentation method is presented that relies on the following observation: For a single fiber the configurations of principal curvatures that can occur on its surface are limited. Deviations from these configurations indicate potential overlaps of fibers. The method that was developed based on this observation is used to separate several simulated clusters of touching fibers as a proof-of-concept. Further, it is applied to two images of cracked steel fiber reinforced concrete specimens arising from a 4-point bending test. The method's performance is compared to manual separation. Overall, we can state that the proposed method yields satisfying results when data meets the following criteria: Low fiber volume density, circular fiber cross section and sufficient spatial resolution of fiber-fiber contacts.
INTRODUCTION
In civil engineering, fiber reinforced materials enjoy growing popularity among scientists and engineers. One important example is steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC). This is a composition of concrete and steel fibers that are added to the cement matrix in liquid state. In contrast to plain concrete the resulting material is able to bear higher tensile stresses after crack formation (Thomas and Ramaswamy, 2007) . Application examples are commercial buildings, industrial floors or tunnel linings. In all of these applications, the post-crack behavior is of particular interest. After a failure of the concrete, the interplay between fibers and matrix is essential for counteracting a further crack propagation. For an in-depth review of the mechanics of crack formation and propagation the reader is referred to Afroughsabet et al. (2016) .
Conventional approaches for investigating cracked SFRC require the destruction of the crack region. In contrast, X-ray micro-computed tomography (µCT) allows to explore the material non-destructively based on three-dimensional (3D) images. This technique was used, e.g., by Schnell et al. (2011) in order to quantitatively analyze cracked SFRC. They showed that the alignment of fibers with respect to the crack has a higher influence on the tensile stress that the material can bear than the fiber volume fraction. This demonstration was possible by a global analysis using generalized projection lengths obtained as a by-product when measuring the integral of mean curvature (Ohser and Schladitz, 2009 ). This analysis interprets the fiber system as a stationary random closed set and thus does require only a separation of the fiber system (foreground) from the concrete (background).
The aforementioned investigation was possible without a segmentation of individual fibers. However, such a pre-processing would allow to analyze each fiber separately. As a result, a variety of geometric characteristics could be obtained directly. See Vecchio et al. (2012) for object features. These, in turn, describe the fiber geometry and therefore can be used to quantify the deformation that a fiber experienced during crack formation. Moreover, it would also be possible to determine the contribution of each fiber to the load transmission. Even heightdependent investigations of the crack region would be conceivable.
In the literature concerning fiber reinforced composites, a wide range of methods have been proposed in order to handle a segmentation of individual fibers in 3D images. Basically, these methods either perform a reasonable oversegmentation and afterwards trace single fibers or they directly separate fibers at their contact areas. Here, over-segmentation denotes a division into more segments than intended.
A number of researchers have developed methods for almost straight unidirectional (Requena et al., 2009; Latil et al., 2011; Czabaj et al., 2014; Emerson et al., 2017) or multidirectional fibers (Sencu et al., 2016) . All of them have in common that they first detect center points of fibers in 2D slices and afterwards trace them throughout the 3D image. Herrmann et al. (2016) compute local orientation vectors using the Hessian matrix and cluster them in order to determine the preferred orientation of overlapping fibers. Clusters consisting of uniquely oriented and completely straight fibers could simply be separated based on these orientations.
Apart from that, Altendorf (2011) combines radius, orientation and probability measurements in order to determine center points away from locations where fibers are crossing. Afterwards center line pieces are traced and simultaneously dilated using the estimated fiber radius. The result are reconstructed fiber parts that are disconnected at crossing locations. Finally, angle differences between the orientation vectors at the ends of fiber parts and the connection vectors between the ends are compared in order to unite the best matching parts.
The separation of curved fibers is also subject of current research. Gaiselmann et al. (2013) , for example, assume fibers to have a previously known radius and an approximately constant circular cross section. By combining these two assumptions with the Euclidean distance transformation measuring the distance to the fiber surface they extract center lines by a radius-dependent thresholding. However, when this approach is applied to CT images, an over-segmentation of such lines can occur due to discretization effects and noise. Therefore, center line pieces are traced in a subsequent step. Randomly pieces are joined that fulfill user selected distance and angle criteria. Afterwards, the candidate with the highest mean value, computed over an enlarged overlapping subset of the initial CT image, is considered to be a true fiber. This procedure is repeated until all fiber pieces are processed. Pinter et al. (2016) use the same assumptions as the method described before, but suggest to use a circular voting filter, which they define as weighted geometric mean of two measurements: The first part is a surface normal overlap measure, which exploits that for a fixed radius and a continuously circular cross section one can find a high response close to the center line. The second part is a coherence measure that considers the eigenvalues of the structure tensor to decide if a structure is cylindrically shaped. This shape-related interpretation of the eigenvalues goes back to Frangi et al. (1998) . Center lines can then be obtained by a global thresholding that is controlled by the user. In this case, too, an over-segmentation can occur when the method is applied to CT images. Local orientation information are used to perform a suitable reconnection. Teßmann et al. (2010) , on the other hand, use the approach by Frangi et al. (1998) directly to identify center points. Afterwards, they use local orientation vectors, which are a by-product of the applied approach in order to trace the points to complete center lines.
Another popular concept for single fiber segmentation is template matching (Eberhardt and Clarke, 2002; Martin-Herrero and Germain, 2007; Weber et al., 2012) . A 3D image is processed by comparing its local structure with a pre-defined template (line, ellipse, cylinder) . The consensus between the local structure and the template provides information about the most probable positions of the center line of fibers as well as their orientations. Both information are exploited later to trace individual fibers.
In other applications, researchers had not only to deal with curved, but also deformed fibers. In order to tackle this complicated issue, Lux (2013) proposed an approach that first computes a skeleton and disassembles it to meaningful parts. Afterwards, the parts are properly assembled to complete fibers, which is controlled by several parameters. In order to make this approach more user-friendly, Huang et al. (2016) reduced the number of required parameters using the idea of punishing terms.
Up to now, the only method that directly segments fibers without the need of a subsequent tracing step was proposed by Viguié et al. (2013) . This approach is able to separate curved and deformed fibers that slightly overlap. For this purpose, it estimates the orientation field inside of the fiber component using the main axis of inertia like in the case of Altendorf (2011) . Afterwards, the method interprets high values of the gradient of this field as potential locations where fibers are overlapping and removes them.
All described approaches face problems when they are applied to overlapping fibers with hooked ends. Fig. 2 shows renderings of such fibers contained in cracked SFRC specimens. Here, we have to deal with straight, almost parallel fibers as well as strongly curved ends. For that reason, methods geared to almost straight fibers are not practical. However, also the other mentioned approaches do not lead to the desired result. All approaches, except the one by Viguié et al. (2013) partially or completely rely on local orientation information while tracing fibers. While this does not pose a problem when having fibers that are bent on a large scale, it can lead to problems when considering fibers with strong local bends like the hooked fiber ends in the present case. See Fig. 6g for an example. In such a situation orientation information can be misleading when tracing fibers.
On the contrary, the method suggested by Viguié et al. (2013) does not require any of the mentioned assumptions and is capable to perform the fiber separation without subsequent tracing step. Unfortunately, it is possible that fibers in SFRC are almost parallel and do overlap in the 3D image (Fig. 2) . For parallel overlapping fibers the gradient of the orientation field is low as the orientations are similar or even identical. Therefore, the method is not able to separate fibers in such situations satisfactorily.
Thus, there is a need for a method that can separate fibers with the characteristics that can be found in cracked SFRC. This paper contributes by -giving a thorough overview over existing approaches for single fiber segmentation and -presenting a novel segmentation method for hookended fibers in 3D images that can be controlled using only four input parameters.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

CRACKED SFRC
The cracked SFRC specimens that are considered within this work arise from a 4-point bending test. The Institute of Construction Material Technology manufactured a large beam of SFRC in cooperation with a local ready-mixed concrete plant. The exact composition of the concrete (cement, aggregates, etc.) can be found in Bund (2011) . For the reinforcement of the concrete steel fibers of type Dramix RC-80/60-BN with a diameter of 0.75 mm and an overall length of 60 mm were added. The mixing of both components was performed in liquid state at a dosage of 25 kg of steel fibers per cubic meter concrete. See Bund (2011) for further details. The prepared beam is positioned on two supporting pins, while two loading pins are used in order to apply force to the beam. See Fig. 1 for a sketch of the test setup. After crack formation, the interesting part shown in green is cropped out and cut in two halves, A and B, in order to get a better aspect ratio for the subsequent CT scan. The reinforcing fibers are made of steel and thus do not physically overlap. However, in the 3D image, virtual overlap does occur (Fig. 3) , mainly due to the so-called partial volume effect (PVE): Computed tomography is based on the discrete projection images that the flat bed detector generates in each angular position of the specimen. Thus, each voxel represents a small subvolume of the specimen. Voxels at the boundary of two material components carry a weighted mean of the gray values corresponding to each of the two components. Thus, the boundaries between components of strongly differing X-ray absorption contrasts are blurred. Clearly, this effect can be reduced by increasing the resolution. However, this measure is limited by the requirement to image a representative volume.
In the present case, the experimental setup dictates the size and shape of the two specimens. In order to obtain meaningful results, the complete crack and all crossing fibers have to be covered. This is favorable for the subsequent evaluation, but the corresponding specimens are quite large. While µCT devices allow for spatial resolutions down to the submicrometer range, the achievable resolution always depends on the size of the specimen which is to be imaged. Thus, the obtained voxel side length of 94.27 µm has to be considered as trade-off in order to handle the large size of the specimens. In addition, the prismatic shape can lead to problems when acquiring 3D images. Then X-rays have to pass through significantly different amounts of material. This can cause various CT artifacts. In the case of specimens A and B slight cupping artifacts in the concrete matrix are notable. Further, effects similar to beam hardening within the included fibers emerge. Here, the cupping occurs along the structure and differs with alignment to the X-ray direction. The result are gray-value fluctuations within the fibers and streak effects around their surface. These cause a change of the otherwise heterogeneous fiber cross section shape (Fig. 4) . Moreover, they worsen the blurring effect between different fibers. For a more detailed description of such physics-based X-ray CT artifacts the reader is referred to Buzug (2008) .
PVE as well as CT artifacts influence how exact the steel fibers can be captured by the acquired 3D images. While artifacts can be reduced, the PVE is µCT inherent and thus determines the lower bound of how fine grained the fibers can be captured. Due to the PVE at least one layer of voxels can not be unambiguously assigned to steel fibers or concrete. As a consequence, an inaccuracy of one voxel (around 0.09 mm) at the interface between the materials needs to be taken into consideration when evaluating the fibers. Note that the PVE can be reduced by increasing the resolution. However, this is not practicable in the present case due to the trade-off between specimen size and resolution.
SINGLE FIBER SEGMENTATION METHOD
Our method for segmenting single fibers is based on the analysis of principal curvatures on the surface of fibers. In the following, we first repeat the corresponding mathematical background and afterwards we explain how we use the concept within the proposed method.
Principal Curvatures
Principal curvatures are a known concept from differential geometry that is useful for describing the shape of surfaces locally. For the subsequent explanation of the proposed segmentation method we make use of the definitions by do Carmo (1976) and Kreyszig (1991) .
Using osculating circles: Let us consider a point p on a regular plane curve. Then, a circle can be found that optimally approximates the curve infinitesimally close to p. This circle is called osculating circle. Using its radius r, the curvature at p is defined as:
In the surface case this idea is applied too. There, for any point one can extract a plane curve by intersecting
Algorithm 1 Single Fiber Segmentation
Input: A binary image I, the size of a filter kernel σ and three thresholds ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ζ 1: Estimation of κ min r (x) using spherical granulometry 2: Estimation of κ min f (x) and κ max f (x) using fundamental forms controlled by σ 3: Separation of surfaces of different fibers using κ min r (x) , κ min f (x) , κ max f (x) controlled by ξ 1 , ξ 2 4: Labeling of surfaces of individual fibers 5: Removal of small labels with less than ζ voxels 6: Assignment of all unlabeled parts to nearest labeled surface parts Output: A label image containing individual fibers only the surface with a plane, described by the normal vector and a vector lying within the tangent plane. By running through all possible tangent vectors and computing the curvatures of the resulting plane curves, one maximum κ max r and one minimum κ min r can be identified, which are called principal curvatures.
Using fundamental forms:
Let S be a differentiable surface in 3D that is defined by an explicit function f : R 2 → R 3 . This function assigns every pair (u, v) ∈ R 2 to a point of S ⊂ R 3 . f i with i ∈ {u, v} denote the first partial derivatives w.r.t. i and f i j with i, j ∈ {u, v} the partial derivatives of second order of f . Then, at each point of S, the normal vector is given by
where [·, ·] denotes the cross product. Using these notations we define the first and second fundamental form as
where ·, · denotes the scalar product. In simple terms F 1 allows to calculate lengths of curves or areas of regions on deformed surfaces. F 2 , on the other hand, is an operator that describes the deformation of a surface by measuring the changing of N. The principal curvatures κ min f and κ max f can then be defined using F 1 and F 2 as
with
Proposed algorithm
The input for our method is a binary 3D image I : Ω → {0, 1}, where Ω is a cuboidal subset of Z 3 . Let 1 indicate the fiber component X ⊂ Ω and let 0 indicate the background X = Ω \ X. We will call x ∈ Ω a voxel for the rest of this work. Further, we consider the 26-adjacency system as neighborhood of a voxel, i.e., x is a neighbor of y iff x − y ∞ ≤ 1 with y ∈ Ω. Here, · ∞ denotes the maximum norm.
Algorithm 1 presents a high-level description of the suggested single fiber separation method. Next, we are going to explain each of its steps in detail.
Step 1 -Minimum principal curvature via granulometry: In the first step of the proposed algorithm the spherical granulometry distribution g(x) of I is computed (Soille, 2013) . g(x) gives the radius 1 of the largest ball that covers x and is completely contained in X. For all voxel x of the background X the function g(x) returns zero. See Soille (2013) for details how to efficiently implement such a measure using morphological opening.
Unfortunately, noise and discretization artifacts are captured close to the surface. For this reason, the following adaptation is applied: We use the internal gradient (Rivest et al., 1992) with a 3 × 3 × 3 cube as structuring element in order to identify the set X s of all voxels representing the surface of the fiber component X. Afterwards we replace their values with the values of the nearest neighbors in X \ X s using the Euclidean distance d(·, ·):
It is possible that several voxels y have the same minimal distance d(x, y) in Eq. 3 and therefore argmin does not have to be unique. We solve this in our implementation by taking the first y that fulfilled the condition.
Afterwards, an approximation for the minimum principal curvature is calculated using g (x). For each voxel x of the fiber surface g (x) can be considered as estimation of the fiber radius. In the special case of a fiber, this radius extracted of a fitted ball comes close to the idea of the osculating circle and therefore we use g (x) as radius r in Eq. 1:
, if x ∈ X s , 0 , otherwise.
Please note that κ min r (x) ≥ 0 due to the fact that the radius estimated by the granulometry is also always larger than zero.
Step 2 -Principal curvatures via fundamental forms: In the second step the principal curvatures κ min f (x) and κ max f (x) based on the fundamental forms are estimated for I. The discretization of the fundamental forms to the discrete setting of binary images has already been described in previous work (Kronenberger et al., 2015) . The subsequent computation of the principal curvatures, i.e., Eq. 2, is then straightforward. In contrast to the previous work we here switched the approach that we use for calculating normal vectors. Instead of using the center of mass approach like in Kronenberger et al. (2015) , we here convolve 3D images with a Gauss filter of size σ and afterwards use the idea of finite differences, as suggested, e.g., by Thirion and Gourdon (1995) or Wernersson et al. (2011) for deriving the needed normal vectors.
Step 3 -Surface separation: The surface of an almost straight fiber is described by a strongly negative minimum principal curvature (κ min 0) in combination with a maximum principal curvature close to zero (|κ max | ≈ 0). This is true except for fiber ends and for hooked parts where |κ max | increases. Using this knowledge, we can identify overlapping areas by investigating the compliance of κ max f (x) and κ min f (x) with those assumptions. In our experiment, some adaptations turned out to be helpful:
First, pronounced gray-value fluctuations cause the radius of the discrete fibers to vary and thus it is complicated to determine a value range of κ min only allowing for single fibers. For this reason, we add κ min r (x) to κ min f (x) and take the absolute value. This makes sense, as both measures nearly reflect the same quantity, but with different sign. Hence, the resulting term should be close to zero. Second, the terms |κ min f (x) + κ min r (x)| and |κ max (x)| should be close to zero, when evaluated for the lateral surface of a single fiber. Since "close to zero" is always a relative statement, we scale both terms with κ min r (x) so that the terms can be interpreted more intuitively. κ min r (x) is defined using the idea of osculating circles and therefore illustrative.
Using the previously discussed aspects we came up with two conditions
to separate surfaces of different fibers by removing non-fiber-like parts: Here, ξ 1 and ξ 2 control the separation process and can be used to compensate for bent fibers as well as small deformations in the cross sections. Their values should be selected between 0 and around 1. Note that due to the nature of the granulometry and its adjustment in Step 1, the difference between the approximation κ min r (x) and the estimation κ min f (x) increases with deviation from the ideal fiber shape.
Step 4 -Labeling: After removing surface voxels that connect different fibers in Step 3, we label the connected components (Soille, 2013) onX s (x) w.r.t. a 26-adjacency.
Step 5 -Clean up: Due to discretization and noise it is possible that in Step 4 some labels do not represent fiber surfaces and consist of comparably less voxels. That is why we remove all connected components with less than ζ voxels.
Step 6 -Voxel to label assignment: In the last step, we run through every voxel of the fiber component that is not yet labeled and search for its nearest neighbor that already has a label. Afterwards we assign the label found to the starting voxel.
Parameter selection
The proposed method is controlled by four parameters. The first parameter σ is used to set the degree of smoothing that is applied within the principal curvature estimation using fundamental forms. It has to be selected according to the structure within the 3D image as well as the image quality. The reader is referred to the works of Thirion and Gourdon (1995) as well as Wernersson et al. (2011) for details concerning a good choice of this parameter. In all of our experiments it was sufficient to select σ as 2.
The actual separation of the surfaces of different fibers is controlled by ξ 1 and ξ 2 . Fig. 5 illustrates the effect of different choice of these two parameters. If the value for ξ 2 is chosen too small an oversegmentation along a bent fiber can occur (Fig. 5a) . We can therefore think of ξ 2 as controlling the allowed bending of a fiber. A higher value has to be selected in order to achieve the desired result (Fig. 5b) .
In cracked SFRC changes from a circular to an elliptic cross section are possible as, e.g., visible in Fig. 4 . A suitable choice of ξ 1 can solve oversegmentations occurring due to such elliptical cross sections ( Fig. 5c and 5d ).
In the case of overlapping fibers, as shown in Fig. 5e and 5f, the parameters ξ 1 and ξ 2 have to be selected according to the findings described before. However, one could now draw the conclusion that the parameter values should always be selected high, but this is not the case. It is rather a compromise between choosing ξ 1 and ξ 2 as high as possible, but not too high since then the fibers are not separated any more.
The last parameter ζ is a threshold for removing separated surfaces parts that are too small to be considered as real fibers. In all of our experiments we selected ζ as 100 voxel.
RESULTS
PROOF-OF-CONCEPT
Several configurations with overlapping fibers were simulated in order to perform a proof-of-concept.
All configurations are shown in Fig. 6 . We selected configurations being similar to those typically found in 3D images of cracked SFRC (Fig. 2) . Since fibers are initially straight, except for their hooked ends, it is possible that straight parts touch each other, requiring us to handle such configurations. We simulated three pairs of straight fibers with a diameter of eight voxels with overlapping parts crossing at angles 0 • , 45 • and 90 • .
Configurations involving hooked ends are of special interest due to their more complicated geometry. Thus, we simulated several relevant cases, shown in the second row of Fig. 6 .
Our method can separate all simulated clusters illustrated in Fig. 6 . For all eight fiber pairs we set the value of the smoothing parameter σ to 2.
The parameter values of ξ 1 and ξ 2 , controlling the separation step, were set to 0.3 and 0.1, respectively. The threshold value of ζ was set to 100.
APPLICATION
We used the proposed method to separate fiber clusters in two 3D images of cracked SFRC, shown in Fig. 2 . In order to apply the single fiber segmentation approach to these gray-scale images we performed the following pre-processing: First, a morphological closure filter was employed, using a ball with an approximate diameter of 2.31 voxels, to act as a structuring element. This step removed small variations in gray values, while avoiding an excessive blurring between different fibers.
For the further processing a segmentation of the fiber component in both images is necessary. This is done by a binarization using global gray-value thresholding (Fig. 7) . For every voxel it is decided whether it belongs to the fiber component or not depending on a threshold t. This makes sense, as usually the gray-values representing steel have a higher value than the ones representing air or concrete. The value of t was chosen high enough to remove blurring, but low enough to keep fibers or parts of them. A high value of t had to be selected in order to reduce pronounced blurring effects between fibers in regions very close to image corners, see Fig. 8a to 8c. At the same time, the value of t must not be too high as this can cause fibers to disappear, as can be seen in Fig. 8d to 8f. For the image of specimen A we set t to 15 750, and for the image of specimen B we set it to 21 000. shows all fibers and clusters that do not overlap with the crack and therefore will no longer be considered. Whereas (b) presents all fibers and clusters, which are separated into individual fibers in this experiment. Thresholding did segment fibers, in addition to segmenting very small objects due to noise. Therefore, we removed all objects consisting of less than 132 voxels. This choice seemed reasonable, as it is roughly the volume of a voxelized half-ball with a diameter of 7.96 voxels, corresponding to the diameter known from the production process of the fibers.
For the analysis of cracked SFRC only fibers crossing or touching the crack are of interest. We extracted the crack using global thresholding, manually removed sticking-out parts, and filled holes produced by the fibers using a closure filter with a ball of diameter 45.61 voxels as structuring element. Afterwards, we identified all fibers and clusters touching the crack via simple superimposition (Fig. 9) .
The pre-processing steps produce two binary images only containing fibers and fiber clusters touching the segmented crack. We applied our single fiber segmentation method to both images. Again, we set σ to 2. Due to bent fibers and elliptical cross sections we had to increase the values of ξ 1 and ξ 2 compared to the proof-of-concept case. For the binary image of specimen B we defined the values of ξ 1 as 0.4 and of ξ 2 as 0.2. However, the change of the cross section was even more pronounced in the binary image of specimen A. As a consequence, we had to increase the value of ξ 1 to 0.45. The value of ζ was 100 voxels in both cases.
The pre-processed 3D images of specimens A and B included overall 47 single fibers and 14 fiber clusters. Our method was able to separate all clusters properly, while leaving single fibers unchanged. Small clusters of 2 to 4 fibers as well as large clusters of 14 to 15 fibers had to be handled, see Fig. 10 showing segmentation results.
In order to validate our results, we visually compared them with a manual segmentation. We observed that the last step of our method -assignment of all unlabeled voxels to the nearest labels -does not always lead to a desirable or meaningful separation, see Fig. 11 . In Figs. 11a and 11b the cross section of the fiber is not circular, being one assumption of our method; therefore, inaccuracies can result. However, such effects can also occur, less pronounced, in locations where the cross sections are circular, see Fig. 11c . In our targeted application -computing features of the fibers -such small inaccuracies of the fiber surface are statistically not important.
We performed our experiment on a computer running the Red Hat Enterprise Linux Workstation (a) (b) (c) Fig. 11 . Possible inaccurate segmentations.
Release 7.3 (64-bit), equipped with an Intel Core i7-6700 CPU and 64GB of memory. Starting with binary images of segmented fibers, our method had a runtime of around 47 minutes for specimen A and around 55 minutes for specimen B. The main reason for these relatively long runtimes is our current naive implementation. Curvature estimation and adaptation of granulometry in the surface can be accelerated substantially via parallelized computations. However, our goal was to demonstrate the viability of our general algorithmic approach, and we will improve runtime behavior in the future.
CONCLUSION
A novel segmentation method for hook-ended fibers has been presented. Its performance has been demonstrated using simulated fiber clusters as a proofof-concept. Further, the method has been applied to fibers within 3D images of two cracked SFRC specimens arising from a 4-point bending test. In both cases it produced satisfying results even in the presence of parallel fibers, hooked ends and slightly deformed cross sections.
The suggested method is applicable when the following criteria are met:
Low fiber volume density: The fiber separation is realized by removing non-fiber-like surface parts. If too many fiber-fiber contacts are very close together the remaining surface parts in the overlap region can completely disappear. The resulting over-segmentation would then have to be solved manually.
Almost circular fiber cross section: Our experiments show that the suggested method is able to handle slightly deformed cross sections. Nevertheless, the underlying idea builds on the homogeneity of the principal curvatures for a cylindrical shape. Deviations from the circular cross section violate this assumption and therefore should be viewed with caution.
Sufficient spatial resolution of fiber-fiber contacts:
The proposed segmentation method is based on local investigations of the surface shape. In order to be able to distinguish locally between a blurred overlap and a deformed fibre cross section the fiber-fiber contact has to appear at least slightly constricted. Otherwise the proposed method is not able to separate the fibers.
In the previous section, we have applied our method to 3D images of cracked SFRC specimens. It is planned to evaluate a complete series of such images in order to gain a deeper understanding of the postcrack behavior of such material. One advantage of the presented method is that the complete segmentation is controlled by four well interpretable parameters.
